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Abstract

Following previous results on reduced observer design for non�
linear systems ���� this paper proposes Lyapunov�based conditions
for observer design for interconnected systems� Examples of systems
admitting observers with partial correction are provided� as well as
systems with full correction� The results are illustrated an induction
motor�

Key words� observers� nonlinear systems� Lyapunov function

� Introduction

There is no systematic method to design an observer for a given nonlinear
control system� but several designs are available according to the speci�c
characteristics of the considered nonlinear system� If a system does not
completely satisfy any of the known properties� it may satisfy some of
them partly� In other words� it may be seen as an interconnection between
several subsystems� where each of these subsystems satis�es some required
properties for an observer to be computable� The idea is then to design an
observer for the whole system� from separate designs for each subsystem�
and consequently� the problem becomes analogous� to some extent� to the
so�called separation principle for observer�based control� in that case� a
controller is designed assuming that all states are available� and separately�
an observer is designed assuming that the control is known� For linear
systems� the achieved controller based on the estimates of the states given
by the achieved observer is proved to be still stabilizing� However� this is
no longer guaranteed for general nonlinear systems�
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G� BESAN�CON AND H� HAMMOURI

Our present problem is quite similar� but dealing with observer design
only� for the sake of simplicity we only consider the case of two intercon�
nected subsystems of the following general form�

	
�

����
���

�x�  f�	x�� x�� u�
�x�  f�	x�� x�� u�

y 

�
h�	x��
h�	x��

�


�
y�
y�

� 	����

with xi � IRni � u � IRm� yi � IR�i � n� � n�  n� �� � ��  p�

The idea is then to design an observer for the whole system from the
�separate� synthesis of observers for each subsystem 	���� below� assuming
that for each of these separate designs� the states from the other subsystem
are available�

Notice that as in the observer�based control� the observer resulting from
such a design is not always stable� as illustrated by examples in the paper�
Notice also that two situations may occur� either the convergence rate of
the resulting observer can be arbitrarily fast� which happens when both of
the separate synthesis allow arbitrary rate of convergence 	observer with
full correction�� or the rate of convergence of the complete observer admits
an upper bound� which occurs when one of the separate designs has a con�
vergence rate imposed by the subsystem 	observer with partial correction��
In particular this second case extends previous results on reduced observer
design ����

Following these ideas� section � gives general Lyapunov�like su�cient
conditions for such separate designs to be possible� highlighting the two
situations which can occur� and as an illustration� section � proposes an
observer design corresponding to the second situation for a newly consid�
ered class of systems� Section � then provides examples of systems for
which observers can be designed with arbitrary convergence speed� and
section � �nally proposes some observer designs for an induction motor as
an illustrative example of the methodology proposed in this paper� Some
general conclusions are given in section ��

� General Problem Statement

��� Observer for strongly interconnected systems

By strongly interconnected systems� we mean systems of the following form�

	
�

����
���

�x�  f�	x�� x�� u�
�x�  f�	x�� x�� u�
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�
h�	x��
h�	x��

�


�
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OBSERVER DESIGN FOR INTERCONNECTED SYSTEMS

where f� and f� are C� functions w�r�t� their arguments�
We assume that the states xi remain in some open sets Xi � IRni and

that u � U � IRm� yi � IR�i � with n� � n�  n� �� � ��  p�

By considering models of physical processes� we can assume that inputs
are bounded borelian functions and belong to some set U � L�	IR� U�
	the space of all bounded borelian functions taking their values in U��
and we denote by Xi � AC	IR� IRni� the spaces of absolutely continuous
functions from IR into IRni � for i  �� ��

In the sequel� when i will be an index describing f�� �g� �� will denote
the complementary index in f�� �g 	i�e� fi���g  f�� �g�� Let us then de�ne
two subsystems 	
i�� i  �� � as follows�

	
i�

�
�xi  fi	xi� v��� u�
yi  hi	xi�

	����

where the input 	v��� u� is in X�� � U �
Consider also two systems 	Oi�� for i  �� � de�ned by�

	Oi�

�
�zi  fi	zi� v��� u� � ki	gi� zi�	hi	zi�� yi�
�gi  Gi	zi� v��� u� gi�

� 	����

Their inputs are u� v�� and yi� ki and Gi are smooth functions w�r�t� their
arguments� and the state variable 	zi� gi� belongs to 	IRni � IGi� where IGi is
a subset of IR�ni 	for some integer �ni�� which is positively invariant by the
second equation of 	�����

In general� if for i �� �� each system 	Oi� is an asymptotic observer for
	
i�� the following interconnected system

	O�

����
���

��x�  f�	�x�� �x�� u� � k�	�g�� �x��	h�	�x��� y��
��x�  f�	�x�� �x�� u� � k�	�g�� �x��	h�	�x��� y��
��g�  G�	�x�� �x�� u� �g��
��g�  G�	�x�� �x�� u� �g��

	����

is not necessarily an observer for 	
��

Counter�example ��� Consider the following simple example for �
��������
�����

�x��  x�� � ux��
�x��  �
�x��  x�� � ux��
�x��  �
y  	x��� x���

T

	����

Clearly here� each subsystem 	
i� f �xi�  xi� � uv��� �xi�  �� yi  xi� is
linear and observable� and thus admits an observer for any input�

�
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However� one can see that for the constant input u � �� any initial state
x�  	�� x���� �� x

�
���

T s�t� x���  �x��� � � exactly gives the same output
as the initial state �  	�� �� �� ��T � Consequently� since the observer only
uses information from the input and the output� there is no interconnected
observer of the form ���	� which can distinguish x� from � for system ���
�
with input u � �� i�e� we cannot obtain an observer for the whole system
from separate observer designs achieved for each subsystem �
i��

Our purpose in this paper is thus to give su�cient conditions which
ensure the convergence of the interconnected observer 	O�� In other words�
the problem addressed is the following one�

If for i  �� �� �Oi� of equation ����� is an asymptotic observer
for �
i� of equation ����� �in the sense that for any initial state
zi� we have zi	t� � xi	t� � � as t � 	 for any u � U and
v�� � X���� then which conditions ensure that �O� of equation
���	� is an asymptotic observer for 	
� of equation ����� for
any u � U and any initial state 	z�� z��

We can remark here that if the convergence of 	Oi� is not guaranteed for
any v�� � AC	IR� X���� then the problem cannot be solved� since there may
exist u � U such that 	O� does not converge 	counter�example ��� below��

In order to formulate a solution to the considered problem� we �rst set
ei � zi � xi� and for any u � U � v�� � Xi we de�ne the following system
	where kv��i 	t� denotes gain ki	gi� zi� de�ned in 	������

	E�u�v���i �

����
���

�ei  fi	zi� v��� u�� fi	zi � ei� v��� u�
�kv��i 	t�	hi	zi�� hi	zi � ei��

�zi  fi	zi� v��� u� � kv��i 	t�	hi	zi�� hi	zi � ei��
�gi  Gi	zi� v��� u� gi�

� 	����

We also recall that a function v	t� e� is said to be a positive de�nite function
w�r�t� e if 
t � �� v	t� e� � �	kek� for some strictly increasing positive
function � such that �	��  � and lim

kek��
�	kek�  �	�

We now formalize our initial assumption by the following condition
	which just means that 	Oi� is an observer for 	
i���

�H�� For i  �� �� and for any signal u � U � v�� � A�C	IR� IRn���� and
any initial values 	z�i � g

�
i � � IRni � IGi� there exist two positive def�

inite functions V
u�v���z

�

i �g
�

i

i 	t� ei� and W
u�v���z

�

i �g
�

i

i 	ei� 	only denoted by
Vi	t� ei��Wi	ei� in the sequel� such that�

d

dt
Vi	t� ei	t�� � �Wi	ei	t��� 	����

�
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for every trajectory

�
	 ei	t�
zi	t�
gi	t�



A of 	E�u�v���i � such that zi	��  z�i � gi	�� 

g�i �

We then introduce the required assumptions for the interconnection
between 	Oi� and 	O��� to be an observer�

	H�� For i  �� �� and for any u � U � v�� � A�C	IR� IRn���� functions
Vi	t� ei�� Wi	ei� associated to u� v��� z

�
i � g

�
i satisfy�

	i� 
xi � Xi�
ei � IRni �
t � ��

�Vi

�t
	t� ei� �

�Vi

�ei
	t� ei��fi	xi � ei� v��	t�� u	t��� fi	xi� v��	t�� u	t��

�kv��i 	t�	hi	xi � ei�� hi	xi��� � �Wi	ei�

	ii� 
xi � Xi�
x�� � IRn�� �
ei � IRni �
e�� � IRn�� �
t � �������Vi�ei
	t� ei��fi	xi� x�� � e��� u	t��� fi	xi� x��� u	t���

����
� �i

p
Wi	ei�

p
W��	e����

for some constant �i 	 �

	iii� �� � �� 
 ��

Remark ��� Condition �i� of �H�� is stronger than �H�� since inequal�
ity ����� of �H�� coincides with the one in condition �H����i�� only along
trajectories� For this reason� in the sequel we only need assumption �H���

The above assumptions provide the following result�

Proposition ��� If assumption �H�� is satis�ed� then system �O� de�
scribed by ���	� is an asymptotic observer for system 	
� described by ������

Proof� Set ei � �xi � xi� for i  � to �� and de�ne the following systems�

�ei  fi	�xi� �x��� u�� fi	�xi � ei� �x�� � e��� u� 	����

�k�x��i 	t�	hi	�xi�� hi	�xi � ei���

	E�u��x���i � ��xi  fi	�xi� �x��� u� � k�x��i 	t�	hi	�xi�� hi	�xi � ei�� 	����

��gi  Gi	�xi� �x��� u� �gi�� 	�����

Given �x�	��� �x�	��� �g�	��� �g�	��� equation 	���� becomes a time�varying non�
linear equation� We then de�ne �Vi by function Vi obtained with v��	�� 

�
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�x��	��� and we show that �V � �V� � �V� is a Lyapunov function for equations
	���� for i  �� �� To that end� note that�

�ei  fi	�xi� �x��� u� �fi	xi� �x��� u� � k�x��i 	t�	hi	�xi�� hi	xi��
�fi	xi� �x��� u�� fi	xi� x��� u��

Hence

��V i	t� ei� 
� �Vi
�t

	t� ei� �
� �Vi
�ei

	t� ei��fi	xi � ei� �x��� u�� fi	xi� �x��� u�

�k�x��i 	t�	hi	�xi�� hi	xi���

�
� �Vi
�ei

	t� ei��fi	xi� x�� � e��� u�� fi	xi� x��� u��

� � �Wi	ei� � �i

q
�Wi	ei�

q
�W��	e���

where �Wi is de�ned by Wi for v��	��  �xi	��� It follows that�

��V � P�
i��	� �Wi	ei� � �i

q
�Wi	ei�

q
�W��	e����

� � �
� 	�� ����

� �	

q
�W�	e�� �

q
�W�	e���

��
	�����

which ends the proof�

Now� coming back to the assumption of convergence of 	Oi� for any
v�� � AC	IR� X���� we can show its importance on the following example�

Counter�example ��� Consider the system de�ned by�������
�����

�x�  �x� � u

�x� 

�
� x� � �

�
� �

�
x�  A	x��x�

y�  h�	x�  �
y�  h�	x�  Cx�  	� ��x�

	�����

and the associate subsystems�

	
�� �x�  �x� � u� y�  �� 	
�� �x�  A	v��x�� y�  Cx�� 	�����

We then design the following observers�

	O��
�

��x�  ��x� � u 	�����

	O��

��
�

��x� 

�
� v� � �

�
� �

�
�x� � S��CT 	C�x� � y��

�S  ��S �AT 	v��S � SA	v�� � CTC�

� 	�����

�
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where 	O�� is an exponential observer for �
�� which works for every u� and
	O�� is an exponential observer for �
�� which works for every regularly
persistent input v� ����

Clearly� functions V�	e�� � e�� and V�	t� e�� � eT� S�e� are appropriate
positive de�nite functions for �H�� and �H��� except that �O�� does not
converge for any v�� In particular� �O�� does not converge for any input
v� such that v�	t� exponentially tends to �

� as t tends to in�nity�
Hence����

���
��x�  ��x� � u

��x� 

�
� �x� � �

�
� �

�
�x� � S��CT 	C�x� � y��

�S  ��S �AT 	�x��S � SA	�x�� � CTC

	�����

does not converge for u  �
� �

Remark ��� If functions Vi and Wi are quadratically bounded ��i�keik� �
Vi	t� ei��Wi	ei� � �i�keik��� then the convergence is exponential�

In view of the proof� the method can be easily extended to more than
two subsystems� provided that the Lyapunov functions associated to each
observer satisfy interconnected conditions like in 	H��� allowing to choose
their sum as a Lyapunov function for the whole system� and to bound its
time derivative by some positive de�nite expression�

Finally� notice that if the subdivisions of the considered system 	
� do
not appear in �rst approach� coordinates transformations or and output
transformations can be tried to make appropriate subsystems to appear�
This is what was inspected for instance in the case of cascade intercon�
nections ��� �� �� for arbitrarily fast observation� or some cases of reduced
order observation ����

��� Observer for weakly interconnected systems

These systems take the following form�

	
��

����
���

�x�  f�	x�� u�
�x�  f�	x�� x�� u�

y 

�
h�	x��
h�	x��

� 	�����

Denoting by 	
�i� the resulting subsystems as de�ned by 	����� assumptions
for the existence of an observer for 	
�� based on observers for 	
�i� as in
	���� can be weakened in the following way�

�
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�H�	� We assume that 	
��� admits an observer of the form�

	O���
�

�z�  f�	z�� u� � k�	g�� z��	h�	z��� y��
�g�  G�	z�� u� g��

	�����

and that for every u � U and every admissible trajectory x�	t� of
	
��� associated to u�we have lim

t��
e�	t�  � 	with e� � z� � x�� and

Z �

�

ke�	t�kdt 
 �	� 	�����

Note that this condition 	����� is indispensable 	see counter�example
��� below�� and is satis�ed as soon as 	O��� is an exponential observer�

�H�	� �c � 	
 �u � U 
 �x� � X�� kf��x�� x�� u�� f��x�� x
�

�� u�k � ckx� � x�

�k�

Remark ��
 Since f� is of class C�� �H��� is always satis�ed if
X�� X�� U are bounded sets�

�H
	� 	
��� admits an observer�

	O���
�

�z�  f�	z�� v�� u� � k�	g�� z��	h�	z��� y��
�g�  G�	z�� v�� u� g��

	�����

in the sense that� by considering the associate system 	E�u�v��� � de�ned
by 	����� for any signal u � U � v� � A�C	IR� IRn��� any initial value
z�� � g

�
� � there exist positive de�nite functions v	t� e�� and w	e�� such

that for every trajectory of 	E�u�v��� � such that z�	��  z�� � g�	��  g�� �

d

dt
v	t� e�	t�� � �w	e�	t���

�H�	� For any u � U � v� � A�C	IR� IRn��� there exists a positive de�nite
function �w	e�� satisfying� together with v	t� e�� w	e�� the following�

	i� 
x� � X�� e� � IRn� � t � ��

�v

�t
	t� e�� �

�v

�e�
	t� e���f�	x� � e�� v�	t�� u	t��� f�	x�� v�	t�� u	t��

�kv�� 	t�	h�	x� � e��� h�	x���� � �w	e��

	ii� 
e� � IRn� � t � �� v	t� e�� � �w	e��

	iii� 
e� � IRn�nB	�� r�� t � ��

���� �v�e� 	t� e�	t��
���� � 	��v	t� e�	t��� for

some constants � r 	 � and B	�� r� � fe� � ke�k � rg�
�
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Note that condition 	iii� is satis�ed e�g� by quadratic functions xTR	t�x
for some symmetric positive de�nite R	t��

Remark ��� As in the previous subsection� we can remark that condition
�H	����i� contains in particular condition �H���� i�e�� the fact that �O��� is
an asymptotic observer for �
����

Proposition ��� Under assumptions �H���� �H��� and �H	��� system ������
below is an asymptotic observer for 	
�� described by �������

��x�  f�	�x�� u� � k�	�g�� �x��	h�	�x��� h�	x���
��x�  f�	�x�� �x�� u� � k�	g�� �x��	h�	�x��� h�	x���
��g�  G�	�x�� u� �g��
��g�  G�	�x�� �x�� u� �g���

	�����

Remark ��� By remark ���� assumption �H��� can be dropped if the input
u	�� and the unknown trajectory are bounded�

Proof� We must prove convergence of 	O���� with notation kv��i of 	�����

�e�  f�	x� � e�� x� � e�� u�� f�	x�� x�� u� � k�x�� 	t�	h�	�x��� h�	x���

 f�	x� � e�� �x�� u�� f�	x�� �x�� u� � k�x�� 	t�	x�� e�� t�
�f�	x�� x� � e�� u�� f�	x�� x�� u�

	�����
and we consider functions �v	e�� t�� �w	e��� ��w	e�� de�ned by v	e�� t�� w	e���
�w	e�� with v�	��  �x�	��� Then� by condition 	H�!��	i��

��v	t� e�� 
��v

�t
�

��v

�e�
�e�

� � �w	e���
��v

�e�
	f�	x�� x� � e�� u�� f�	x�� x�� u���

	�����

By 	H�!�� it results

��v	t� e�� � � �w	e�� � c
��v

�e�
ke�k 	�����

and by 	H�!��	iii�� for ke�k 	 r�

��v	t� e�� � � �w	e�� � c	� � �v	t� e���ke�k � c	� � �v	t� e���ke�k�
By integrating this inequality� we get

Log	� � �v	t� e��� � c

Z �

�

ke�	��kd�

and using condition 	����� of 	H�!� we conclude that e� is bounded�

�
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Going back to equation 	������ it follows

��v	t� e�� � � �w	e�� � �ke�k for some � 	 ��

and we can then prove convergence of e� to zero� let 	�i�i be a sequence
of real numbers such that �i 	 �i� 	 � � � 	 � and limi���i  �� and set
B	�� �i� � fe� � ��w	e�� � �ig�

Choose �� such that B	�� ��� contains the bounded domain of e�� and
for i � �� set �i � inff �w	e��� e� � B	�� �i�nB	�� �i��g� Since ke�	t�k
tends to zero� there exists �t� � � such that �ke�	t�k � ��

�
for t � �t��

Hence� as long as e� � B	�� ���nB	�� ���� and t � �t�� we have ��v	t� e�� �
���

�

 �� As a result �v	t� e�� decreases� until e� lies into B	�� ��� at

a time t�� and by construction� cannot go out B	�� ���� By induction�
for i � �� if e�	t� � B	�� �i�nB	�� �i��� then �ti � ti�� such that for

t � �ti� �ke�	t�k � �i

�
� In a similar way as in the �rst step� ��v	t� e�� �

��i

�

 � as long as e� � B	�� �i�nB	�� �i��� Thus �v	t� e�� decreases un�

til e� lies into B	�� �i��nB	�� �i�� at time ti� As above� we have 
t �
ti� e�	t� � B	�� �i��� Since ti �	 and B	�� �i�nB	�� �i���i�� f�g� we
get e� �t�� ��

The importance of condition 	����� can be illustrated by the following�

Counter�example ��
 Consider the system�

	
��

��
�

�x�  � �
���t�x�

�x�  � �
���t�x� � x�

y  	�� ��T
	�����

�
��� and �
��� clearly admit the following respective observers

	O��� �z�  � �

�	� � t�
z� and 	O��� �z�  � �

�	� � t�
z� � v�

for any v��

Moreover �H��� is clearly satis�ed� and dynamics of e� � z��x� admit
v	t� e�� � 	� � t�e�� as a Lyapunov function such that �H	�� is satis�ed�

However e�	t� 
e��p
� � t

and thus condition ������ is not veri�ed�

It can then be easily checked that the interconnected system
��x�  � �

���t� �x�
��x�  � �

���t� �x� � �x�
	�����

is not an observer for �
��� since k�x�	t�� x�	t�k �t�� 	�

��
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Notice again that with stronger conditions� one can ensure arbitrary ex�
ponential convergence 	as in ��� for block�state a�ne systems for instance��

Proposition ��
 If �O��� is an exponential observer for 	
���� �H��� is
satis�ed� and �H	�� is replaced by the assumption that for any u � U � v� �
A�C	IR� IRn��� there exist real numbers ��� ��� �� �� 	 � such that for any
� 	 ��� v	t� e�� satis�es�

�i� Condition �H	����i� where w	e�� is replaced by �v	t� e���

�ii� ��ke�k� � v	t� e�� � ��ke�k��

�iii� 
e� � IRn� � t � ��

���� �v�e� 	t� e��
���� � �ke�k�

Then system ������ is an exponential observer for 	
c��

For the proof� just remark that equation 	����� in the proof of proposition
��� still holds with �w	e�� replaced by ��v	t� e��� and that new conditions 	ii�
and 	iii� leads to�

��v	t� e�� � ���v	t� e�� � �
p

�v	t� e��ke�k for some � 	 ��

Dividing this equation by
p

�v	t� e��� and using the assumption of expo�
nential convergence of 	O��� 	i�e�� ke�	t�k � ��e

��t� for some ��� � 	 ��� it
follows

d

dt

p
�v	t� e�� � ��

p
�v	t� e�� � ��e��t�

By integrating this equation� it �nally results in

p
�v	t� e�� � ��e

��

�
t �

��

� � ��
e��t� for some ��� �� 	 �

which allows us to conclude�
In particular� the convergence of the resulting full observer can be given

an arbitrary exponential rate as soon as this is the case for 	O����

� Observer with Partial Correction for a Class of Non�

linear Systems

On the basis of propositions of section �� this section presents an observer
for a class of systems extending previous results of ���� The basic idea in
��� can be summarized as follows�

Given a nonlinear system�

	
�

�
�x  f	x� u�
y  h	x�

	����

��
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with x � IRn� f � C� w�r�t� 	x� u�� y � IRp� let us consider a change of

coordinates z  T 	x� 

�
z�
z�

�
with z�  h	x��

System 	���� then becomes���
�

�z�  �f�	z�� z�� u�
�z�  �f�	z�� z�� u�
y  z��

	����

Assume that system�

	
�� �z�  �f�	z�� v�� u�� u � U � L�	IR� U�� v� � AC	IR� IRp� 	����

satis�es the following condition�


	u� v�� � U �AC	IR� IRp�� 
z�� � �z�� � kz��	t�� �z��	t�k �t�� �� 	����

where z��	t� and �z��	t� are resp� trajectories of 	
�� associated to 	u� v��
with z�	��  z�� � �z�	��  �z�� � Then the system���

�
��z�  �f�	�z�� y� u�

�x  T��
�
y

�z�

�
	����

is an asymptotic observer for 	
�� In ���� su�cient conditions are given
in order to ensure condition 	���� in the case when �f�	z�� z�� u�  A�z� �
��	u� z��

In this section� using proposition ���� we extend this kind of result to a
class of systems of the form 	����� where z� is not fully measured� but can
be estimated by an observer� while z� still satis�es a condition like 	�����
Provided indeed� that the rate of convergence of the estimation of z� can be
chosen high enough� then an observer can be obtained for the whole system
as in previous section� As long as z� does not contain any measure 	the
output function h� of previous section vanishes�� this situation corresponds
to a whole observer for which the convergence speed cannot be arbitrarily
chosen�

Here we discuss such properties for a system of the following form�

	
��

��
�

���  A��� � ��	��� ��� u�� �� � IRn� � u � IRm

���  A��� � ��	��� ��� u�� �� � IRn�

y  C��� y � IR�

	����

with

�� 

�
B	

���
���

��n�



CA � A� 

�
BB	

� � �
���

� � �
� � �

� � � � � �
� � � � � �



CCA �

��
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C  	� � � � � ���

��	��� ��� u� 

�
BB	

���	���� u�
���

��n���	���� � � � ��n���� u�
��n�	��� ��� u�



CCA �

Moreover� we will need the following assumptions�

Assumption � �� and �� are global Lipschitz functions w�r�t� �� �resp�
w�r�t� ��� locally uniformly w�r�t� u and globally uniformly w�r�t� �� �resp�
locally uniformly w�r�t� u and globally uniformly w�r�t� �� �� and denote by
��� �� �resp� ���� ���� their corresponding constants�

This assumption can be omitted as soon as the state 	��	t�� ��	t�� lies in a
compact set 	one can indeed� as in ���� prolongate nonlinearities ��� �� out�
side a compact set to make them global Lipschitz�� Moreover� considering
the following subsystem�

	
���

�
���  A��� � ��	��� v�� u��
y  C��� 	v�� u� � AC	IR� IRn��� U � 	����

assumption �"together with the structure of A�� C� ��"ensures the exis�
tence of a high gain observer for 	���� of the following form ����

	O���


����  A�

��� � ��	���� v�� u�� S��� CT 	C ��� � y�
�  �S� �AT

� S� � S�A� � CTC�
	����

Assumption � There exist symmetric positive de�nite matrices P�Q s�t�

PA� �AT
� P  �Q and

minQ

�maxP
	 ���� 	����

where min �resp� max� denotes the smallest �resp� largest� eigenvalue�
and ��� is the Lipschitz constant of �� w�r�t� �� �of assumption ���

This �Thau�like� condition ��� ensures that states of the following subsys�
tem�

	
���
���  A��� � ��	��� v�� u�� 	v�� u� � AC	IR� IRn��� U 	�����

can be estimated by an �uncorrected� copy of its dynamics as follows�

	O���
����  A�

��� � ��	���� v�� u�� 	�����

Now we state the following�

��
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Theorem 
�� If assumptions � and � hold� then the following system�

	O��

���
��

�  �S� �AT
� S� � S�A� � CTC

����  A�
��� � ��	���� ���� u�� S��� CT 	C ��� � y�

����  A�
��� � ��	���� ���� u�

	�����

is an asymptotic observer for system ������ Moreover� the rate of decay
of the estimation error can be chosen to be as fast as the one imposed
by sub�observer ������ of subsystem ������ �this is what we call �partial�
correction��

Proof� The proof can be achieved by choosing appropriate candidate Lya�
punov functions V� and V� in order to check assumption 	H�� and apply
result of proposition ����

Take � � � and set e�  ��� � �� and e�  ��� � ��� Then we get��
�e�  	A� � S��� CTC�e� � ��	���� ���� u�� ��	��� ��� u�

�e�  A�e� � ��	���� ���� u�� ��	��� ��� u��
	�����

In the sequel� we will denote by eij the jth component of ei� for � � j � ni
and i  �� �� and we set�

T 	�� �

�
BBB	
��� � � � � �

� ���
� � �

���
���

� � �
� � � �

� � � � � ��n�



CCCA � �� � T 	��e�� and �� �

e�

�n�
� 	�����

A simple calculation shows that T 	��S�T 	#� 
�

�
S� where S�  S� j���

	see e�g� �����
Now� take P�Q satisfying 	����� and de�ne V�� V� by�

V�	e�� 
�

�
eT� S�e�  eT� T 	��S�T 	��e�  �T� S��� 	�����

V�	e�� 
eT� Pe�

��n�
 �T� P��� 	�����

Obviously� V� and V� are positive de�nite� and to achieve the proof of
theorem ��� we only need to show that V� and V� satisfy assumption 	H���
� Let us �rst check condition 	H���	i� for V�� V��
For V�� here� the left�hand side of the inequality in 	H���	i� becomes

�V�

�e�
�	A� � S��� CTC�e� � ��	���� v�� u�� ��	��� v�� u��

 ��T� S�T 	���	A� � S��� CTC�e� � ��	���� v�� u�� ��	��� v�� u���
	�����

��
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On the one hand� using the triangular structure of �� and the Lipschitz
condition of assumption �� we get�

kT 	�����	���� v�� u�� ��	��� v�� u��k

 	

n�X
i��

�
�

�i
��i	���� v�� u�� ��i	��� v�� u��

��
�

� 	�����

� 	

n�X
i��

��
�

��i
ke�ik��

�

� 	with e�i  	e��� � � � e�i�
T � �� of assumpt���

� n���k��k 	from the de�nition of the ��i!s��

and� on the other hand� a simple calculation gives�

T 	��	A� � S��� CTC�T 	����  �	A� � S��� CTC�� 	�����

Hence using 	����� and 	������ we obtain�

�V�

�e�
�	A� � S��� CTC�e� � ��	���� v�� u�� ��	��� v�� u��

 ��T� S��	A� � S��� CTC��� � ��T� S�T 	��	��	
���� v�� u�� ��	��� v�� u��

	from 	����� and 	������

� ���T� 	S�A� � CTC��� � ���n�max	S��k��k� 	using eq�	������

� ��V� � ��T� C
TC�� � ���n�

max	S��

min	S��
V�

	since ��T� S�A���  �T� 	S�A� �AT
� S����  �T� 	�S� � CTC��� 	�����

and k��k� � �
	min�S��

V��

� �	� � ���V�� with ��  ���n�
	max�S��
	min�S��

	independent of ���

By taking � 	 ��� it results that 	H���	i� holds for V��
with W�  	� � ���V� 	using notation W� of 	H����

For V�� in the same way� we have

�V�

�e�
�A�e� � ��	���� v�� u�� ��	��� v�� u��


�

��n�
eT� P �A�e� � ��	���� v�� u�� ��	��� v�� u�� 	�����

 ��T�Q�� � ��T� P
�

�n�
	��	���� v�� u�� ��	��� v�� u�� 	see P�Q� ���

� �min	Q�k��k� � ����max	P �k��k� 	��� as in assumption ��

� � 	min	Q�� ����max	P ��

max	P �
V� � ���V� with �� 	 � 	by 	������

��
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which gives condition 	H���	i� for V�� with W�  ��V��

� We then check condition 	H���	ii� for V� and V��
For V�� using now the Lipschitz condition w�r�t� �� and again the structure
of ��� it results�

k�V�
�e�

���	��� ���� u�� ��	��� ��� u��k

 k��T� S�T 	�����	��� ���� u�� ��	��� ��� u��k 	�����

� k���S�kj �

�n�
���n�	���

���� u�� ��n�	��� ��� u��j 	by structure of ���

� �max	S��k��k���k��k 	���  Lipschitz constant of �� w�r�t� ���

� �max	S�����p
min	S��min	P �

p
V�
p
V� 	k��k� � V�

	min�S��
� k��k� � V�

	min�P �
�

� ���
p
V�
p
V�� with ��� 	 � 	independent of ��

and thus k�V�
�e�

���	��� ���� u�� ��	��� ��� u��k � ���p
	� � �����

p
W�

p
W� i�e�

condition 	H���	ii� for V� is satis�ed� with �� 
���p

	� � �����
�

For V�� using the Lipschitz constant �� of �� w�r�t� �� 	see assumption
�� we obtain�

k�V�
�e�

	��	��� ���� u�� ��	��� ��� u��k

 k �

�n�
eT� P

�

�n�
	��	��� ���� u�� ��	��� ��� u��k

� �max	P �k��k ��
�n�

ke�k 	�����

� ���max	P �k��kk��k 	using the de�nition of the ��i!s�

� ���max	P �p
min	S��min	P �

p
V�
p
V�

� ���
p
V�
p
V� with ��� 	 � 	independent of ��

from which condition 	H���	ii� follows for V�� with �� 
���p

	� � �����
�

� Finally� choosing � 	 �� �
�
��
���

�

�
�
gives �� � �� 
 �� i�e�� 	H���	iii��

and by proposition ���� 	����� is an asymptotic observer for 	����� More
precisely� with V  V� � V� and using results of 	������	����� 	where the

��
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vi!s are specialized to ��i�� we obtain�

�V � �	� � ���V� � 	��� � ����
p
V�
p
V� � ��V��

where ��� ���� ���� �� 	 � are independent of ��
	�����

Then� for any � 
 � 
 ��� choosing � � 	��� � ����
�

�	�� � ��
� �� � �� ensures

�V � ��V� i�e�� exponential convergence� and the upper bound on �� i�e�
the maximal rate of convergence of the observer� is clearly � by equation
	����� � the one imposed by sub�observer 	����� for subsystem 	������

Notice that if n�  �� we are brought to a particular case of the form
	���� with property 	����� characterized in ����

Remarking that the high�gain design of the form 	���� can be obviously

extended to multi�output systems 	���� with �� 

�
B	

���
���

��n�



CA� ��i � IR� � y �

IR� � A 

�
BB	

� Id� �
���

� � �
� � �

� � � � � Id�
� � � � � �



CCA� C  	Id� � � � � �� and ��	��� v�� u� 

�
BB	

���	���� u�
���

��n���	���� � � � ��n���� u�
��n�	��� v�� u�



CCA� ��i � IR� � Id� denoting the � � � identity

matrix� we can in the same way extend observer 	����� to systems 	�����
where the subsystem 	���� has several outputs and satisfy the above struc�
ture� This remark will be of particular interest in section ��

� Examples of Observers with Full Correction and Ar�

bitrary Rate of Convergence

��� Cascade block�state a�ne systems

In the case of cascade structure 	or weak interconnection�� conditions for
the existence of a transformation into a block state a�ne form 	���� below�
together with the existence of a corresponding observer are given in ����

	
�a�

����
���

�x�  A�	u� y��x� �B�	u� y��� x� � IRn� � x� � IRn�

�x�  A�	u� y�� x��x� �B�	u� y�� x��� n� � n�  n

y 

�
y�
y�

�


�
C�x�
C�x�

�
� x �

�
x�
x�

�
�

	����

��
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where Ai and Bi are C� functions w�r�t� their arguments�
Let us de�ne the following subsystems�

	
�a�� �x�  A�	u� y��x� �B�	u� y��� y�  Cx� 	����

	
�a�� �x�  A�	u� y�� v��x� �B�	u� y�� v��� y�  Cx� 	����

and denote by �	t� u� x�� the solution of system 	���� at time t starting at x��

under control u� and �� the projection of IRn onto IRn� � x 

�
x�
x�

�
� x��

Now consider� as in ���� the class of inputs u s�t�

	u� y��� 	u� y�� ��	�	t� u� x
���

are �rich enough� 	i�e�� regularly persistent ���� respectively for systems 	����
and 	���� and s�t� for any initial condition x in a compact set� �	t� u� x�
remains bounded� Then for any  	 �� there exist ��� �� such that the
following system�

��x�  A�	u� y���x� �B�	u� y��� S�����
CT
� 	C��x� � y��

�S���  ���S��� �AT
� 	u� y��S��� � S���A�	u� y�� � CT

� C�

��x�  A�	u� y�� �x���x� �B�	u� y�� �x��� �S�����
CT
� 	C��x� � y��

��S���  ��� �S��� �AT
� 	u� y�� �x�� �S��� � �S���A�	u� y�� �x�� � CT

� C�

	����

is an observer for 	����� satisfying k�x � xk � �e
�	t� This is what we call

full correction with arbitrary rate of convergence�
This result is proved in ���� but we can here check that conditions of

proposition ��� are indeed satis�ed� By considering regularly persistent
inputs for 	����� 	H�!� is satis�ed since 	���� admits the following observer
for �� large enough ����

	O���
�

��x�  A�	u� y���x� �B�	u� y��� S�����
CT
� 	C��x� � y��

�S���  ���S��� �AT
� 	u� y��S��� � S���A�	u� y�� � CT

� C�
�

	����
Here we are in a case where remark ��� applies and thus condition 	H�!� is
satis�ed� In the same way as above� 	H�!� also holds� with

	O���
�
��x�  A�	u� y�� v���x� �B�	u� y�� v��� S�����

CT
� 	C��x� � y��

�S���  ���S��� �AT
� 	u� y�� v��S� � S���A�	u� y�� v�� � CT

� C�

	����
and v	t� e�� � eT� S���e��

Regular persistence of the inputs ensure that for �� large enough�
��ke�k� � v	t� e�� � ��ke�k�� for some ��� �� 	 � ���� and thus 	H�!� is
also satis�ed 	and even its modi�ed version of proposition �����

��
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��� Example of high gain observer design

If we now consider the case of two subsystems of the form 	���� as considered
in section �� then the interconnection between them given hereafter can be
subject to a high gain observer design with arbitrary convergence speed�

�x�  A�x� � ��	x�� x�� u�
�x�  A�x� � ��	x�� x�� u�

y 

�
C�x�
C�x�

� 	����

with Ai� Ci in the form ofA�� C in 	���� and �i	xi� x��� u�
T  	�i�	xi�� u�� � � � �

�i�ni���	xi�� � � � xi�ni���� u�� �ini	xi� x��� u��� fi���g  f�� �g� �� and �� sat�
isfy assumption � of section ��

An observer is then given by

��x�  A��x� � ��	�x�� �x�� u�� S�����
CT
� 	C��x� � y��

��x�  A��x� � ��	�x�� �x�� u�� S�����
CT
� 	C��x� � y��

	����

with S��� � S��� given by

��S��� � S���A� �AT
� S��� � CT

� C�  �
��S��� � S���A� �AT

� S��� � CT
� C�  �

	����

for some ��� �� 	 �� and 
 	 �� ��� �� s�t� k�x� xk � �e
�	t�

This� obviously� is a particular case of multi�output uniformly
observable systems� for which high�gain observers have been proposed

in ���� But here� we propose it as an illustrative example of conditions of
proposition ����

We �rst de�ne subsystems 	
�� and 	
�� as follows�

	
�� �x�  A�x� � ��	x�� v�� u�� y�  C�x�
	
�� �x�  A�x� � ��	x�� v�� u�� y�  C�x��

	�����

Then�

� Condition 	H�� clearly holds with�

	Oi�

�
��xi  Ai�xi � �i	�xi� v��� u�� S��i�i

CT
i 	Ci�xi � yi�

�  �iSi�i � Si�iAi �AT
i Si�i � CT

i Ci
	�����

and Vi	ei�  eTi T 	�i�Si�iT 	�i�ei using notations 	������

� Easy computations then show that 	H���	i� is satis�ed with Wi	ei� 
�iVi	ei�� that 	H���	ii� follows from computations similar to those
in the proof of theorem ��� 	see equation 	������ and that 	H���	iii�
results from appropriate choice of ��� ���

��
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� Illustrative Example

In order to put into relief how to use the approach proposed in this pa�
per to design observers� let us consider the widely�studied example of an
induction motor� Here is considered a classical two�phase equivalent Park
representation of the motor� in a framework linked to the rotor� and usually
denoted 	�� ��� with stator currents 	Is�� stator $uxes 	%s� and rotor speed
	&� as the state variables and stator voltages as the control variables� Since
modeling is not the main purpose here� and since there are many references
on induction motors 	including full thesis such as ���� and very recent de�
tailed papers such as ������ we will not insist on that question� Just remark
that denoting by & the speed of the motor� we only consider the case of a
resistant torque of the form 'res  K��K�&� with the constraint that K�

and K� are assumed to be known�
In the sequel� X will denote the state� X� the vector of currents� X�

the vector of $uxes and X	 the speed�

��� Observer Design with Stator Currents Measure�

ments

In a �rst approach� we will only consider stator currents as measured out�
puts� and show that the system then falls in the case of section ��

From classical models� a representation w�r�t� our chosen state variables
can indeed be derived using electrical and mechanical equations� as follows�

d
dt

�
X�

X�

�


�
	 �aId� � p�HX	 cId� � b�p�HX	

�RsId� �



A�X�

X�

�
�Bu

�X	  �K�

J
X	 � K�

J
� p

J
XT

� HX�� B  	b�Id�� Id��
T �

y  X� � IR�

	����
where a� b� c� Rs� J� p are constant known parameters of the motor� Id�

stands for the �� � identity matrix� and H �

�
� ��
� �

�
�

Denoting by h�� h� the output functions� and f the drift of the system�
we can de�ne the following change of coordinates 	where Lf stands for Lie
derivative along f��

���  h�	X�� ��	  Lf 	h�	X��
���  h�	X�� ���  Lf 	h�	X��� ��  X	�

	����

��
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In these new coordinates� the system takes the following form

���  A��� � ��	��� ��� u�
���  A��� � ��	��� ���
y  C��

	����

with A� 

�
� Id�
� �

�
� C  	I� ��� ��	��� ��� u� 

�
b�Id�u

���	��� ��� u�

�
and

A�  �K�

J
�

Using remarks at the end of section �� and checking that assumptions
of theorem ��� are satis�ed� a high gain observer can be designed for the
subsystem in ��� and a complete observer is then derived as follows�

�  ��S� �AT
� S� � S�A� � CTC

����  A�
��� � ��	 ���� ���� u�� S��� CT 	C ��� � y�

����  A�
��� � ��	���� �����

	����

Note that whatever � is� the convergence rate is in this case bounded by

the one imposed by ��� that is �K�

J
which is unfortunately in general

slower than electrical time constants� Using the following numerical values
	in appropriate units� � corresponding to a motor with nominal power of
�� kWatts�

a  ������ b  ������ c  �����
Rs  ����� J  ���� p  �
K�  ����� K�  �����

	����

simulation results are given on �gure �� for �  ����
This result illustrates the method� but is not really satisfactory� be�

cause the �uncorrected� estimation is quite slow 	here increasing � does
not improve convergence speed��

Now if we consider the same system� with one more measurement� cor�
responding to an additional state 	the rotor position� e�g� as in ������ the
speed estimation can then be also corrected� with arbitrary rate of conver�
gence� as shown in next subsection�

��� Observer design with rotor position as additional

measurement

Considering the rotor angular position measured� the system then becomes

d
dt

�
X�

X�

�
 A	X	�

�
X�

X�

�
�Bu

�X	  �K�

J
X	 � K�

J
� p

J
XT

� HX�

�X�  X	

y  	XT
� � X��

T

	����

��
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with A	X	� and B as before 	eq� 	������ and X� denoting the additional
state�
If we perform the same change of coordinates� as in previous subsection�
with now x� � ��� x�� � X� and x�� � X	� the system takes the
same form as 	����� with A�� ��  �� as in previous subsection� and

A� 

�
� �
� �

�
� ��	x�� x�� u� 

�
�

��	x�� x��

�
	�� as in previous subsec�

tion��
Under this form� a complete observer of the form 	���� can be obtained
from the synthesis of two high gain observers� one for each subsystem� with
arbitrary speed of convergence�

Simulation results are given in �gure � with ��  ����� ��  �����
Note that with these new state and output� the whole system falls into the
multi�output uniformly observable case as �rst studied in ����

Finally� notice that� with this new measurement� the observer can be
extended to the estimation of the constant load K� since extending the
model with �K�  � and taking x�	 � �X	 does not change the structure
	�����

��



��
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	 Conclusion

In this paper we have derived conditions for observer design based on sep�
arate subdesigns� The conditions provided cover cases of partial correction
in state estimation� which is a generalization of reduced observer design for
nonlinear systems of former study ���� and full correction� as in previously
proposed designs 	block state a�ne cascade systems or multi�output �high
gain� observable systems�� Such a method is in principle very rich� but
maybe as di�cult to apply in a very general case as observer�based con�
trol� as underlined in the introduction� Nevertheless� it can be a starting
point for developments of new synthesis of observers for nonlinear systems�
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